Montevideo, MN • April 8th, 2017
Auctioneer: Kyle Gilchrist

Lots | Average
--- | ---
49 Yearling Red Angus Bulls | $4,234
13 Two Year Old Red Angus Bulls | $2,792

A nice crowd of active buyers participated in our 13th Annual Bull Sale at the Sonstegard Sale facility in Montevideo, MN. Bulls sold into 6 states.

The high selling Yearling bull was Lot 2 3SCC Demand D38, a son of 3SCC Domain A163 out of a Red SSS Oly 554T daughter that sold for $24,000 to Overmiller Red Angus of Smith Center, KS.

Lot 1, 3SCC Driven D88, a Bieber Hard Drive Y120 son out of a Basin Hobo 0545 daughter, he sold for $14,000 to Kemen Farms Red Angus of Madison, MN.

Lot 3, 3SCC Boss Hog D21, a son of VGW Navigator 010 out of a KF Bandolier 814 daughter, he sold for $6,500 to AJ Karsky of Cold Spring, MN.

Lot 8, 3SCC Grain Belt D101, a son of KFRA Oscar A296, out of a Beckton Dominor T122 Z1 daughter, he sold for $6,000 to Steve Walter of Huron, SD.

Lot 6, 3SCC Fusion D06, a son of Andras Fusion R236 out of a VGW Navigator 010 daughter, he sold for $6,000 to Berwald Red Angus of Toronto, SD.

Lot 30 3SCC Fusion D311 was a son of Andras Fusion R236 out of a Beckton Epic X796 J5 daughter that sold to Jim Perkins of Clear Lake, SD for $5,750.

High Selling Two Year Old bull was 3SCC Navigator C76, a VGW Navigator 010 son out of a SCC EXT Black Gammer daughter, selling for $3,500 to Guy Dammann of Sanborn, MN.